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The purpose of a trademark registration is to identify the source of goods 
or services, and this goal can be achieved only through use of the trademark. 
Regulation of cancellation for nonuse registered trademarks is a very important 
regulation to the civil law countries which take registration doctrine in the 
trademark laws. The significance of this regulation is to urge people to actively 
use the registered trademark, to reduce the hoarding phenomenon of registered 
trademarks and to ensure the identification function to be played effectively. 
However, it’s difficult to identify trademark use in judicial practice, because 
our existing laws and judicial practice lack clear and uniform rules.  
Based on this, this paper analyzes judge rules against use in the regulation 
of cancellation for nonuse registered trademarks and the definition of use on 
regulation of cancellation for nonuse registered trademarks in practice , then 
gives advices on the claws of use of Trademark Law. This paper includes four 
chapters: 
The first chapter, "summary of the regulation of cancellation for nonuse 
registered trademarks", introduces the concept and the significance of the 
regulation of cancellation for nonuse registered trademarks. 
The second chapter, "judge rules against use in the regulation of 
cancellation for nonuse registered trademarks", introduces the meaning and 
classification of use in trademark law, then analyzes judge rules against use in 
the regulation of cancellation for nonuse registered trademarks.  
The third chapter, "summary of use in the regulation of cancellation for 
nonuse registered trademarks", is the focus of this paper. This chapter studies 
on the definition of use in the regulation of cancellation for nonuse registered 















The fourth chapter, "advice on the claws of use of Trademark Law ", 
focuses on the four following advice. First we can improve the provisions in 
respect of use of trademark in Trademark Law. Second make rule of nonuse 
contemplated by law. Third regulate circumstances for specific use. And last 
clear and define the reasonable excuse of nonuse.  
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我国《商标法》第 44 条第 4 项规定：连续 3 年停止使用注册商标的，
由商标局责令限期改正或撤销其注册商标。我国《商标法实施条例》第 39




































第一节  注册商标不使用撤销制度的构成和立法例 
一、注册商标不使用撤销制度的构成  
根据《商标法》第 44 条第 4 项的规定，注册商标“连续 3 年停止使用
的”，由商标局责令限期改正或撤销其注册商标。《商标法实施条例》第
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